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Picking right up the fragments autism makes of the once-whole lives is simply no easy task. It
really is a long way from shattered glass to mosaic, but it can be done. This is a publication for
parents attempting to make useful feeling of their child's medical diagnosis, for family
members who are equally devastated and attempting to support themselves, for friends,
therapists and teachers whose compassion and help will be greatly enhanced by this glimpse
in to the daily struggles, emotions, and triumphs of life with autism. The tales in this book
detail one mother's efforts to do just that--to discover a way to live, to fully live, with autism.
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This book took me from tears to smiles This book's title is quite suitable because the loved
ones of children with autism have all traveled down a long road from a short fearful sadness
for the child's future to a wonder at just how much love just such a child can bring into
anyone's life. Go through this book, many other parents feel hope alongside heartbreak. AN
EXTREMELY Touching Book It's hard to imagine the poems that describe the heartache of
autism could also be thus uplifting. This reserve would make a pleasant gift for parents that
discover the youngster has autism. Heartbreaking and uplifting! Beautiful perspective This
book is wonderfully written and captures a mother's pain and joys in raising a kid diagnosed
with Autism. I do not have a kid with developmental delays, but as a mother could relate with
the joys, sorrows and concerns that come with raising kids.Beautifully written, I felt pulled into
the sinkholes and triumphs of a warrior, fighting for my child and for my family. :) Inspiring
stories of a family's love This book is written from the heart. Best wants and God's peace to
you and your family Elizabeth! Heartfelt and deeply personal This beautifully written book
depicting a mother's journey with her daughter through the maze of autism is inspirational for
all parents. Every mother or father will relate with the conflicting emotions brought on by
parenthood. Newman's poetry provides a depth and honesty to parenthood and particularly to
autism that is rare and illuminating.! Heart wrenching, beautifully written This was an
extremely touching story. Amazing honesty for harsh realities This work is a lifeline for families
facing any developmental delays within their beloved children. Elizabeth's book will make you
cry and laugh and you will not be able to put it down! -All my thoughts and want to you.A
Long Way from Shattered Glass to Mosaic puts a encounter and a name on autism, telling an
extremely personal story of a family looking for hope and acceptance. As touching since it is, it
also displays how adversity can provide us powers in areas that we were not alert to. It is a
inspiring tale of human being emotions. This book is similar to an opened present for anyone
with a love of poetry. It really is so uplifting to discover the total and unconditional
commitment that this family offers toward their youngest kid with Autism. It includes many
scenarios and issues that you also may have confronted with a child which has developmental
delays. The author's gorgeous poetry speaks of complex feelings as just poetry can...joy in the
easiest accomplishments.. Both we read the book in just a couple of days - it was hard to
place down the reserve.and are often afraid to venture out to dinner. Bravo! It offers a firsthand, personal perspective on the issue, rather than from a paid expert..
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